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ABSTRACT

Based on the ion, electron and neutral qas observations, performed by five of the six
sensors comprising the PLASMAG—1experiment on board VEGA—i and —2, the following results
are discussed: (1) the existence of the bow shock and its location at 1.lxlO km for
VEGA—i inbound; (2) the existence of a cometopause and its location at 1.6x105 km for
VEGA—2inbound; (3) the plasma dynamical processes occurring inside the cometosheath;
(4) the phenomena taking place within ~he cometary plasma reqion includinq mass—spectroscopy
of cometary ions at distances ~ 1.5x10 km; (5) the existence of keV electrons near closest
approach to the nucleus; and (6) the radial dependence of the cometary neutral gas an~the
comparison with model calculations, yieldi~ a mean ioni

9tion scale length of 2x10 km
and an overall production rate of i.3xiO molecules s— for VEGA—i inbound. The results
are also discussed in the context of the other, both remote and in—situ, observations,
performed on board the VEGA- and GIOTTO-spacecraft.

INTRODUCTION

Some initial results of the first in situ plasma and neutral gas measurements near comet
Halley, as obtained by the PLASMAG—i experiment on board the spacecraft VEGA—i and VEGA—2,
have been published recently by Gringauz et al. hi. The aim of this report is twofold:
first, to extend the discussions on these earlier observations and to add some new ones, and
second, to compare some of the PLASMAG—iresults with those obtained by other field and
particle experiments, carried aboard the VEGA and GIOTTO spacecraft to comet Halley.

SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES AND INSTRUMENTATION

The PLASMAG—iexperiment had the following scientific aims: (1) to study the overall
structure and the dynamics of the plasma environment near comet Halley as a function of
distance from its nucleus; (2) to investigate the existence and structure of the cometary
bow shock and of other cometary boundaries, if they exist; (3) to determine the chemical
composition of cometary ions in the region where their velocities are small as compared to
the spacecraft-comet relative speed; and (4) to measure the total neutral gas distribution
along the spacecraft trajectories.

In order to meet these scientific objectives each of the PLASMAG-i experiments comprised six
different sensors /1,2,3/. Two hemispherical electrostatic analyzers for measuring the
energy/charge (E/Q) spectra of ions arriving from the spacecraft—comet relative velocity
direction (the Cometary Ram Analyzer CRA) and from the direction of the Sun (the Solar
Direction Analyzer SDA), respectively. As the flow direction of the incoming ions may vary
within ±10° and because of the three—axis stabilization of the VEGA spacecraft, electro-
static lenses were installed at the entrance slits of both analyzers in order to widen their
acceptance angles without decreasing their energy resolution. The CRA had a field of view
(FOV) of i4° in the ecliptic plane and of 32° in the perpendicular direction, and it
detected ions in the E/Q range i5—3500 eV/O in 120 logarithmically spaced energy intervals
covering the complete energy range without any gaps. The SDA had a FOV of 300 in the
ecliptic plane and of 38° in the perpendicular direction, and it recorded ions in the E/Q
range 50—25000 eV/O in 60 logarithmically spaced energy intervals. All acceptance angle data
refer to the iO% level; for the same level, the energy resolution of both sensors were
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~E/E = 0.055. It should be noted that there was a gap of 45° between the FOV’s of the CRA
and SDA in the Sun—comet—spacecraft plane.

Electrons were measured by a cylindrical electrostatic analyzer (EA) in 30 logarithmically
spaced energy intervals with ~E/E = 0.075 in the energy range 3—10000 eV. Its FOV was 7°x7°,
and it was oriented perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. The secondary electron multiplier
VEIJ-6 served as the sensitive element in all three sensors CRA, SDA, and EA.

During the time period considered here, i.e., from 2 d before to 1 d after the encounter
with the comet, the energy spectra of the ions and electrons were continuously measured
every 3 mm. During the closest approach, i.e., from 3 h before to i h after the encounter,
these spectra were recorded continuously every second. During the cruise phase in inter-
planetary space only the SDA and EA were switched on, and 2 spectra were measured during 5 S
once per every 20 mm.

PLASMAG—1also included two Faraday cups. The Solar Direction Faraday Cup (SDFC) with a FOV
of 84°x84°measured the solar wind ion fluxes. The Ram Faraday Cup (RFC) with a FOV of
25°x25°had 4 periodically changed modes of operation. Two modes measured the total charged
particle flux, while the other two modes provided information on the neutral particle flux
from the comet by detecting the secondary electrons and ions produced by neutrals striking a
metallic emitter. The sixth sensor, the Plasma Impact Detector (PID), for measuring neutral
particles will not be discussed in this report.

Durina the encounter with comet Halley, all sensors were in operation except for the CRA and
EA aboard VEGA—i.

THE COMETARYBOW SHOCK

In Fig. 1 the sequence of EiQ spectra of ions is shown, as obtained by the SDA aboard VEGA—i
from about 10 UT on March 5 to 8:20 UT on March 6, 1986, i.e., from about 1 d before to i h
after the actual encounter with comet Halley. This sequence is complete except for a data
gap between 2:50 and 3:20 UT, which is due to malfunctioning of the telemetry system. The
spectra shown in Fig. la are typical for the normal and rather cold solar wind, as their two
maxima corresponding to protons and alpha particles, respectively, are well separated. This
shape of the spectrum is again observed at the beginning of Fig. ib. Approaching the comet,
however, the following changes in the ion spectra occur: (1) a few hours before reaching the
data gap at least the protons are gradually decelerated, while, at the same time, their
overall distribution becomes wider, i.e., their temperature increases; (2) in crossing the
data gap the ion flow is suddenly deflected towards much smaller bulk velocities and, at the
same time, the proton temperature is increased drastically, so that the maximum of the alpha
particle distribution becomes obliterated. These latter findings are even more obvious when
comparing the first spectra of Fig. lb with those of Fig. ic. Certainly, the spacecraft must
have traversed some kind of cometary boundary. From the analogy of the present observations
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Fig. 1. Sequences of ion spectra (intensity vs. energy/charge) measured by the
Solar Direction Analyzer (SDA) of the PLASMAG-l experiment on board VEGA—i:
(a) in the solar wind upstream of the comet; (b) during approach and crossing of
the cometary bow shock; and (c) in the cometosheath, in the cometary plasma and
back in the cometosheath region during the pre- and post—encounter of VEGA—i with
comet Halley, respectively.
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with those performed at planetary bow shocks and due to the fact that these changes in the
ion spectra occur rather sharply, this boundary will be called ‘cometary bow shock’ rather
than ‘cometary bow wave’ - an expression which was introduced by, e.g., Jones et al. /4/ on
the basis of magnetic field observations near comet Giacobini—Zinner. For th~ VEGA-i inbound
passage this bow shock is located at a cometocentric distance of i.ixiO ,km. For its
outbound passage, however, the corresponding distances are i.2xiO km or 5x10 km, if one
takes the widening of the ion spectrum and the obliteration of the alpha particle maximum or
the velocity deflection as a criterion for the bow shock crossing, respectively.

From the magnetic field measurements on board VEGA—i Riedler et al. /5/ defined the inbound
location of the bow shock at R

5 t i0
6 km, while for the outbour~d passage a first

indication of a bow shock crossing was observed at R~ 4.8xiO km whereas the significant
drop in magnetic turbulence was seen at Rs i i.2xiO km. Inbound Klimov et al. /6/ identi-
fied a ~harp increase in the plasma—wave intensities at 1.5 and 3.5 Hz at a distance
Rs 10 km. It was noted that these frequencies are characteristic for quasi—
perpendicular shocks, and that the spectrum of these waves is similar to that observed up-
stream of the Earth’s bow shock. Duri

6ng the 810110 encounter with comet Halley the ~ow shock
was observed inbound at Rs i i.lSxiO km in the magnetic field /7/ and at i.i3xi0 km in
the plasma data /8/, respectively. Thus, the PLASMAG-1 and the other VEGA—i and GIOTTO
observations on the inbound existence and location of the cometary bow shock are in good
agreement with eachother.

THE COMETOSHEATH

Downstream of the cometary bow shock both VEGA spacecraft encountered a region which was
named ‘cometosheath’ hi!, in order to acknowledge the principal difference with respect to
the physical processes occurring over this cometary region as compared to those observed in
the magnetosheath of planets with strong intrinsic magnetic fields or in the ionosheath of
planets with intense gravitational fields. This difference is readily seen from the ion
spectra as measured by the VEGA-i SDA (Fig. ic) and by the VEGA—2SDA (Fig. 2b) and CRA
(Fig. 2c) over this region, as well as from the comparison of the ion spectra observed by
the VEGA-i SDA (Fig. 2a) in the undisturbed solar wind and, at the same time, by the VEGA—2
SDA (Fig. 2b) in the cornetosheath region.

PLASNAG-i
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Fig. 2. Sequences of ion spectra measured (a) by the VEGA—i SDA in the solar wind
during the time of the encounter of VEGA-?; (b) by the VEGA—? SDA downstream of the
cometary bow shock and up to a cometocentric distance of i.5xiO” km; and (c) by
the VEGA—?Cometary Ram Analyzer (CRA) over the same distance range.

At a cometocentric distance of Rc 8xi0
5 km the SDA post bow shock ion spectra are

characterized by a wide, single maximum distribution of decelerat~d and heated solar wind
ions (Figs. ic and 2b). The proton bulk velocity is 350—400 km s . Approaching the nucleus
the following scenario is observed: (i) the direction of the solar wind bulk flow smoothly
changes from the solar towards the ram direction, as the maximum intensities at the same
energies gradually decrease (increase) in the SDA (CRA), respectively (Figs. 2b and 2c);
(2) the bulk velocity of the solar wind and its temperature gradually decrease (Fig. ic, 2b
and 2c); (3) a second maximum starts to appear in the SDA spectra at higher energies
(Fig. ic), indicating that the corresponding ions initially may have had energies larger
than 25 keV, which are not observable by the SDA. Certainly, these latter ions must be of
cometary origin. Comparing the energies at the two peaks in the ion spectra, it is
reasonable to deduce that these ions originate from the water—group (0+, OH~, H

2O+, H30~),
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which are trapped by the magnetic field and accelerated to velocities of twice the solar
wind speed. Due to some not yet fully understood collective pr~cesses these cometary ions
are then decelerated rather drastically, and within about 3xiO km these ions even start to
merge with the solar wind ion population. As a result one rather broad, single peak ion
distribution is observed shortly before the SDA ~eases to detect any further ion flux from
the solar direction, which occurs at Rc 1.6xlO km (Fig. ic). After its closest approach
to the comet (at 7:20 UT and Rc = 9000 km) VEGA-i again starts to detect ions coming from
the solar direction at 7:35 UT, and while flying outbound the scenario outlined above
repeats itself just in an opposite way (Fig. ic).

The PLASMAG—icometosheath observations described above have been verified by the measure-
ments of the IIS sensor aboard GIOTTO /8/. In addition, however, the IIS observations have
added a new piece of information concerning the dynamical evolution of the cometary water—
group ions. Initially, these ions are observed by the IIS in a fairly narrow energy band at
an energy of 32 keV, i.e., beyond the energy range of the SDA (EMax = 25 key). As the
nucleus is approched, the energy of these ions gradually decreases along with the flow
energy of the solar wind ions. Their energy remains larqer than about 20 keV nearly through-
out the cometosheath region. Within the cometosheath a second, yet less energetic cometary
ion population starts to separate itself and to reduce its bulk speed fairly rapidly in the
same way as has been observed by the VEGA—i SDA (Fig. ic). Although, both populations are
believed to comprise water-group ions of cometary origin, their dynamical behaviour within
the cometosheath region is very different. One explanation of this difference could be the
following one: the more energetic implanted ions originate from neutrals being ionized
directly at or near the point of observation. Their energy would then be solely determined
by the local solar wind velocity, and thus these ions and the solar wind ions would undergo
a deceleration in parallel. The second, less energetic population of implanted ions was
originally formed much further out from the comet, i.e., far outside the point of observa-
tion. While flowing with the solar wind towards the comet these ions were then subjected to
some collective, yet unknown processes, resulting in an enhanced deceleration while approa-
ching the comet. Thus, the difference in energy between both populations will become larger
as the distance to the nucleus decreases.

THE COMETOPAUSE

At about 6:45 UT or, equivalently, at Rc i.6x1O
5 km the SDA practically discontinues to

detect solar wind ions coming from the solar direction (Fig. 2b). At the same time the CRA
spectra (Fig. 2c) are characterized (1) by a flattening and a decrease in intensity of the
solar wind ion distribution, and (2) by the appearance of a second, rather broad ion distri-
bution at larger E!O values, which has been practically absent before. These processes, as
observed by the SDA and CRA aboard VEGA—?, do not only occur simultaneously but also very
abruptly. This becomes more obvious from the colour-coded representation of the SDA and CRA
measurements, as displayed in Fig. 3. Here the intensities in the particle spectra, as
measured by the EA (upper panel), by the CPA (middle panel), and by the SDA (lower panel)
over the time period indicated at the bottom, are represented by colour (see left—hand
colour table). On the vertical axis the corresponding energy and energyicharge scales are
shown, respectiv~ly. From this figure it is quite obvious that between 6:43 and 6:45 UT
(Rc i.7—1.6xiO km) VEGA—2has crossed a rather sharp boundary, which separates two
plasma regimes of different chemical composition from each other, namely the solar wind
controlled region in the ‘cometosheath’ from the cometary plasma region dominated by heavy
cometary ions (partly observed also by the SDA). This boundary was named the ‘cometo-
pause’ /9!.

Other experiments aboard VEGA-2 seem to have detected no special indications for the
existence of a ~cometopause’. In the GIOTTO data, however, some kind of boundary is observed
at Rc i.35x1O km, behind which the magnetic field intensity suddenly starts to
rise /7/, or at Rc ~. 1.5xiO5 km, behind wh~chthe density of the heavy cometary ions
starts to increase /10/, or at Rc 1.4xlO km, behind which the density of the electrons
with energies > iO eV suddenly decreases /11/. With respect to this latter observation this
boundary was also called ‘collisionopause’.

THE COMETARYPLASMA REGION

Further downstream of the ‘cometopause’ at about 7:00 UT the VEGA-2 CRA observations
depicted in Figs. 2c or 3 indicate that there are essentially two separate ion populations
present: A first one, which consists mainly of protons (see below), gives rise to the left—
hand or lower distribution in the ion spectra, while the second one, which consists of
cometary ions (see below), forms a rather broad, right-hand or upper distribution. As the
nucleus is approached, the following changes in these two distributions are observed:
(1) their maximum intensities increase gradually, however, the increase for the cometary
ions occurs much faster (Fig. 3). Due to this increasing dominance of cometary ions this
regime is called the ‘cometary plasma reqion’. From the high—time resolved ion spectra
depicted in Fig. 4 (time—marks correspond to 10 s each) it readily follows that this
increase in the intensity of the cometary ions actually does not occur in a steady,
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Fig. 3. Colour-coded representation of the intensities (see colour—table) vs.
energy or energy/charge (vertical axis) and time (horizontal axis) of electrons
measured by the Electron Analyzer (upper panel), and of ions detected by the CRA
(middle panel) and SDA (lower panel), respectively. Notice the locatic~n of the
‘cometopause’ at ,. 6:45 UT or at a cometocentric distance of i 1.6xiO km.
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Fig. 4. Colour—coded representation of the intensities (see colour—table in Fig. 3)
vs. energy/charge (vertical axis) and time (horizontal axis with iO S time—marks) of
cometary ions measured by the VEGA—?CRA within the ‘cometary plasma region’ from
7:00 to 7:04 UT. Notice the quasi—periodical occurrence of cometary ions in lumps.
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homogeneous but rather in a qua~i—periodic, lumpy way. This occurrence of cometary ions in
clusters at distances R~> 5xiO km is not yet understood. The typical scale—length of
this structure along the spacecraft trajectory is about 800 km.
(2) the proton population decelerates rather rapidly. Near closest approach to the nucleus
its maximum intensity is located at about 30 eV/Q (Fig. Sa). In turn, this would be exactly
the E/Q va’ue of a proton having a velocity equal to the spacecraft velocity of
76.8 km s . This observation clearly proves that it is the protons (presumably of cometary
origin) that mainly contributed to the left—hand distribution of the ion spectra in the
‘cometary plasma region’, and that the spacecraft velocity has exceeded in this part of this
regime both the thermal and the bulk velocities of the ions. In contrast to the protons the
heavier ions are not decelerated within the ‘cometary plasma region’, indicating that this
regime is dominat~Wby stagnatinq cometary ions. This, in turn, might explain the formation
of a distinct boundary, the ‘cometopause’ , rather than of a soft transition zone between the
‘cometosheath’ and the ‘cometary plasma region’.
(3) both distributions become narrower, indicating that the temperature of both populations
gradually decreases. The effect on the overall cometary ion distribution is that it starts
to break—up into several separate sub—i~istributions at a distance of Rc i 5xiO km. Near
closest approach, i.e., at Rc i.5xiO km, when both the thermal and the bulk velocities
of the ions become small compared to the spacecraft velocity, the maxima of these various
sub—distributions organize themselves along certain fixed E!Q values. This situation is
depicted in Figs. 5a and 5b, where the count rates in the E!Q channels are plotted on a
logarithmic and on a linear vertical scale, respectively. As the velocity at which the
cometary ions are detected by the CRA is more or less the spacecraft velocity, the E/Q
spectra can be transformed into mass/charge (M/O)spectra. The position of some
characteristic M/Q values are marked by arrows in Figs. 5a and 5b. Finally, this observation
clearly proofs that the ions, which contributed to the right-hand, initially broad distribu-
tion of the ion spectra in the ‘cometary plasma region’ are of cometary rather than of solar
wind origin.
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Fig. 5. Sequences of cometary ion spectra, averag~d over 4 s, as measured by the
VEGA—?CRA at a cometocentric distance of i.5xiO km. The intensities are plotted
(a) on a logarithmic, and (b) on a linear vertical scale, respectively. As the ion
thermal- and bulk speeds are small compared to the spacecraft ram velocity, the
energy/charge scale can be transformed into a mass/charge (M!Q) scale. Some
characteristic M/Q values are indicated at the top.

On the basis of Figs. 5a and 5b ions, such as H~,C~, CO
2~and Fe~, can be identified with

some confidence. The structured peak at i4 Mb ~ 20 most probably originates from H2O
parent molecules, with major contributions of O~,OH+ and H30~ions. The peak at
24 ~ M/Q < 34 may have formed from CO/CO2 parent molecules or of molecules bearing N or S,
such as CO~,N2+, H2CO+, HCO+, CN+, HCN+ or 02+, or from atomic ions, such as Mg+, Al+, Si+,

or S~. Several smaller peaks at M/Q 2, 8, 70 and 85 could be due to Hj~ and O~and to
some heavier organic molecules or ion-water clusters. It should be stressed that the count

JASR 5:12—I..
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rates depicted in Figs. Sa and Sb do not represent the actual densities, as with respect to
some main peaks the corresponding counting rates occur in the nonlinear reqime of the
channeltron, so that the proper calibration data have to be taken into account for a
conversion into densities.

From their GIOTTO measurements Balsiger et al. /10/ det~rmined the velocity,~of the main
cometary ions relative to the comet to be about 3 km s within Rc i 2.5xlO km and about
1 km s~’ within Rc i.5xiO” km. Moreover, the various Mba groups identified by the
PLASMAG-i experiment are in agreement with the ion and neutral mass spectrometer observa-
tions performed aboard GIOTTO /10,12,13/.

COMETARYELECTRONS

From the PLASMAG-i EA measurements aboard VEGA—? we find that the electron spectrum does not
change significantly throughout the ‘cometosheath region’ and while crossing the ‘cometo-
pause’ (Fiq. 3, top panel). However, at about 7:00 UT, when the two ion populations in the
CRA spectra start to separate, electrons are detected also at higher energies.,

1lhese
electrons then form a well defined peak at a few keV at a distance Rc i.5x10 km. This
situation is shown in Fig. 6, presenting two typical electron spectra: The lower gne
observed in the solar wind and the upper one measured at the distance Rc i.5xlO km. The
main difference between these spectra is the appearance of the energetic cometary electron
component, which could serve as an additional source of ionization of cometary neutrals.

It is worth noticing that these energetic cometary electrons seem to be present in a region
(1) over which the magnetic field direction rapidly rotates, i.e., within the region of
ordinary magnetic field-line draping 15/, and (2) where sudden enhancements in the
intensities of low—energy ions are observed 114/ in case of the VEGA-i fly-by. It should
also be mentioned that these electrons have not been observed by GIOTTO /11/.

DISTRIBUTION OF COMETARYNEUTRAL GAS

As outlined in chapter one, a subset of the PLASMAG-i Ram Faraday Cup (RFC) measurements can
be used to determine the integrated flux of the overall cometary ‘neutral g~s’ arriving from
the spacecraft-comet relative velocity direction. From a distance Rc 3xiO km onwards

VEGA-2 PLASMAG-1

io’ VEGA~i PL.ASM~AG1
b 1I\ ---n

__ I

10 102 i0
3 10’ io’ ~ 106

ELECTRON ENERGY, eV CUMETOCENTRIC DISTANCE, KM

Fig. 6. Two electron spectra, as Fig. 7. Radial profile of the overall
measured by the VEGA-? Electron Analyzer ‘neutral gas’ density, as measured
in the solar wind (curve a) and near inbound by the VEGA—i Ram Faraday Cup.
closest approach to the cometary nucleus Comparison with the distribution pre-
at i l.SxlO” km (curve b), respectively. dicted by theory (dotted line) yields
Notice the occurrence of keV electrons an ionization scale length of
close to the nucleus. i 2x106 km and ar~ overall Prodwjtion

rate of i i.3xiO 0 molecules s—
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the yield of secondary electrons originating from the impact ~f ‘neutral particles’
increased sharply, and it reached saturation at about Rc 10 km. Further downstream the
current of secondary ions was used to determine the neutral ~as flux. In order to evaluate
the corresponding densities, a yield of I. 0.3 and of 5xiO for secondary electrons and
ions at the emitter-plate is considered, respectively. In Fig. 7 the cometary neutral gas
density, as obtained from the VEGA-i RFC inbound measurements, are shown as a function of
cometocentric distance. These measurements are plotted as dots, and a typical error-bar is
included in the left-hand upper corner. For the density n(r) of cometary nei~trals, model
calculations /i5/ provide a cometocentric radial dependence n(r) = n

0(r0!r) exp (—r/X).
From the dotted line p’otted through the data points of Fig. 7 one can estimate from its
left-hand part (r < 10 ki~) an initial neutral gas density of no = 10” cm , and from its
right—hand part (r > 4xiO km) an ionization scale length of x = 2x1O

6 km. Assuming a
spherically symmetric expansion, the total gas production rate is 1.3xiO3° particles s~
within an accuracy of a factor of 2 to 3.

From the neutral gas experiment aboard VEGA-i a radial dependence of r2~3 for r 4xiO” km
is found inbound for neutral particles of the mass 32 amu /16/. From the three—channel
spectrometer aboard VEGA-? the production rates for H

20 and were estim~ed from the
visible and near—infrared spectral observations to be i 4xlO and i.7x10 molecules s~,
respectively /17/. From m~surements of ~he near—ultraviolet and visible channel an OH
production rate of i 9x10 molecules s— was deteri~ned /18/. Fin~lly, a preliminary
estimate of the overall production rate of i 6.9xiO molecules s was provided by
Krankowsky et al. /12/ from their neutral mass spectrometer observations aboard GIOTTO.
Thus, by comparison with these results obtained independently, it is fair to state that the
PLASMAG-1 RFC measurements provide a rather reliable description of the ‘neutral gas’
environment of comet Halley.

GENERAL OVERVIEW

VEGA-i
13UT \\MAR.6 1986

~ ,‘~BOWSHOCK REGION

10 UT ~‘ COMETOSI-i’EA TH
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DISTURBED
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Fig. 8. General overview on the in— and outbound locations of the ‘bow shock’ and
of the ‘cometopause’ as well as of the ‘cometosheath’ and of the ‘cometary plasma
region’, as identified from the PLASMAG-1 plasma observations on board VEGA—i and
-2 during their encounter with comet Halley.
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